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An impluvium is a small sunken pool usually found in ancient Greek and Roman homes. It would catch the rainwater, trapping overflow in a subterranean cistern for reserve until later when needed. It was not uncommon for the impluvium to be decorated with mosaics or small sculptures and flowers. Susan Collett’s Impluvium exhibition consists of six large sculptural works set amidst the birch trees, plants and flowers that ornament the Burlington Art Center’s cloistered courtyard. These sculptures may indeed catch rainwater, but they cannot hold it—anymore than we in the present can truly hold onto the past and the passage of time.

The sculptures developed out of her Moiré series which began when she undertook a residency in Jingdezhen, China, the centre for porcelain production, after winning the $10,000.00 Winifred Shantz Award for Ceramists in 2001. Collett’s response to the layered environment that she experienced there, with its multi-tiered tea planting, layered the rooftops and willowing bamboo forests, became an inspiration. She said that the exquisite environment inspired her in a daily ritual of sketching. Suddenly disparate objects such as piles of building bricks, the light from cut window panels and the delicate design of beehives and wasp nests became the foundation from which the Moiré sculptures grew.

The resulting works are sophisticated and unexpected, consisting of an elegant synthesis of contradictions and illusions. Roughly they are vessel shaped yet any potential for them to be seen as traditional markers of containment has been repudiated. Constructed with bands of paper clay, these undulating structures are pierced and punctured thereby allowing the interior space to spill out into the exterior and bringing light and air back into what would otherwise be the space hidden within. They look unbelievably fragile and delicate, seeming somehow vulnerable and on the brink of disintegration. They appear to be folding in and upon themselves with edges and bodies that ebb, flow and gracefully undulate. This however is naught but illusion. The works are sturdy. They are heavy, solid and definite. What we think looks to be something in the midst of transition from one form to another is, in fact, in a state of stasis. While these sculptures continually appear to be on the brink of change and transformation, they are in fact eternal in their composition.

Central to the artist’s motivation was engagement with the viewer’s understanding and expectations of temporality. Placed upon large gummetal grey plinths, the sculptures appear to grow upwards like moss or lichens surrounding trunks of trees or covering stones. Collett’s use of colouring in the glazes is sophisticated and subtle, referencing her years of experience as a printmaker and painter, as well as sculptor. Like the leaves on the bushes and ground cover that predominate the courtyard, Collett’s interior/exterior are different. Exterior colours refer-

Inevitable presence in our lives, its content, its impact, its volume. By handling the video cassettes, their cases and the newspaper pages that transmit and store her news stories as an artist, she can transform them. She takes these objects apart, cuts them or into them, buries them in dirt or submerges them in water for days, glues them on other surfaces like tissue or wax paper and floats them in lakes and rivers to later document their experience via digital photographs; she collages them onto paper surfaces, paints them with oils, binds them with acrylic medium, plaster, wire or plastic wrap... all these free gestures allow her to deconstruct the news, thus symbolically mitigating the impersonal, often intimidating and sometimes frightening nature of its content.

The most recent manifestation of this process was the work we installed in Galerie de la Ville, which was on view from October 11 to November 12, 2006 as part of her solo exhibition. Composed as a high-relief, mural assemblage on three recessed walls of the gallery, the collection of 270 broadcast cassettes and their cases was arranged in rows, much like books are arranged on library stacks.

At first sight, the final assemblage evokes images of cartouches of the kind found on the inside of pyramid walls. Approaching the mural, one feels as an archaeologist entering a hidden chamber for the first time, a chamber to which the elements have found access. Dark and dank seems the environment after a few moments of pause, ghosts seem to linger here. The feeling is doubly uncanny because these objects one sees assembled are not “ancient” or “foreign” but the detritus of a technology only recently touted as “cutting edge” and still in its death throes.

Rich textures and expressive, painted marks draw one in for a closer look. The plastic cassette cases have become the canvas on which strangely ritualistic marks have been made. Some of the cases are closed, the contents hidden inside, protected from prying eyes, their privacy restored. Some hang open and empty, their contents lost or destroyed, while in others, the cassettes themselves hang, bound in plastic sheathing or with string, earth or desiccated leaves clinging to them. They seem to have been embalmed, mumified, then assailed by the passage of time and the touch of the elements. The only clues as to what stories they contain are revealed when one perceives torn bits of labels on the backs of the cassette cases or on the tape housings.

Therein lies the true impact of this work entitled Knowing Too Much. Reading the snatches of text, one’s stomach clenches. "Into Chaos," "Hussein is Handled Down," "Treatment for Erectile Dysfunction," "Beluga Whale Swims," "Heart Transplant," etc. These are "now" snatches, bits of what only yesterday were "current events," yet they are already consigned to the past, their effect already "old news" and integrated into the fibre of our daily lives. These tragedies, innovations, aggressions, break-downs and discoveries all are "gone and buried," their funeral an artistic process at once ritualised and self-conscious, at once expressive and conceptualised.

Faced with this wall of the silenced, one cannot separate the altered object from the ritualised action from the interplay between the oral story tradition and the tactile image. More than the individual, physical works that ensue from this interaction between artist and reporter, between the reporter’s product and the artist’s, it is the process itself of de-conceptualising "the news" that is Anne Lewis’ art. —

Anne Lewis, The Field Hospital
Galerie de la Ville, Dollard-des-Ormeaux October 11 to November 12, 2006

Claudine ASCHER has taught art techniques for the past nineteen years, currently at the Sadye Bronstein Centre School of Fine Arts, the Visual Arts Centre (both in Montreal) and the Dollard Centre for the Arts (in Dollard-des-Ormeaux). She is also a practicing artist, exhibiting sculpture and other works regularly in solo and group exhibitions, and represented by galleries in Montreal, Hudson and Regina.
Over a number of years Toronto-based artist Penelope Stewart has used organza to cloak and veil interior spaces. Canopy is a recent series that acts as both departure and continuation of her practice. In this ongoing project, the artist has installed five hundred feet of screened fabric both indoors and outdoors, beginning with Canopy at the Stride Gallery in Calgary, and then in variations of the work in such geographically diverse sites as VAC Clar­lington, Engramme in Quebec City, Canberra National Domain, Australia, and Central Station, Buffalo, New York. This year it will be mounted in New Jersey where Stewart is the recipient of a 2006 International Sculpture Center Award.

Stewart has often focused on aspects of enclosure, sewing delicate material over built environ­ments, masking and softening the rhetoric of architectural features. A kitchen in Toronto, a derelict synagogue in Prague, an unfinished industrial space in St. Catharines, have all become rein­vented through the employment of her signature medium.

In Sentinel, an earlier related work, the artist presented screened images of ionic columns on panels that stirred in the slightest movement of air current and draped casually upon the floor, imagined imagined structural properties belied by their fragile materiality. In this work, notions of permanence and the monumental are subverted with subtle wit. By repeating the image on its supporting wall, a compounding effect emerges, creating a vapo­rous three-dimen­sionality and, depending upon point of view, a moiré effect that has been likened to a TV screen and to the remediation of both photography and architecture.

Each layer of this sculpture, which stands over six feet tall, is a body of work that is harmonious and symbolic with the environment it inhabits and, in a certain way, transcends. The natural setting with its proliferation of birch branches and twisted foliage parallels physically the composition and forms of the sculptures. Viewers cannot help but make the association between the artworks and the natural world they inhabit. And as the days pass into weeks, the weeks into months and the months from one season to another, the changes in the plants and trees, the rustling of the steel plinths, echo the fabricated mark­ings of time’s passage which

Collett has given her work. Many of the statues stand, upon their plinths, at figure-size. In viewing them one almost has the sensation of encountering another figure or form, but one that has been transformed by the migration of time. Perhaps too, this association is furthered due to their materiality—ceramic works are created from clay from the earth. And as we all know, one day each and every one of us will also return to the earth—aashes to ashes and dust to dust.

Any act of creation can be regarded as a leap of faith on the part of the artist and of the viewer. The artist creates work hoping that his/her meaning will be apparent and meaningful. The viewer hopes that the meaning(s) s/he brings to the work are ones that the artist intended. In this way, through time and cultures, across religious and language separations, people have connected with those from the past, purely through experience with an artwork. But one is always reminded of the hands that created the work, that may now have been still for generations or centuries. Nonetheless, despite the temporal divides there is a connection with that man or woman that links the past and the present. The art object becomes a symbol that “speaks” and whose voice can be heard by generation after generation.

The Moiè sculptures that make up Impluvium with their evocations of rust, age and time passing do not speak to the viewer only of decay, but also of growth. They reflect the transience and brevity of life but also remind us that some things do not change and are eternal. Their physical construction mimics the layers of history and the myriad possibilities of meaning to be found in the world around us.

These sculptures may not be able to contain the rainwater, but they do become vessels that contain meditations upon mortality and temporality. As such they are truly impluviums, with their symbolic import being the reserve from which present and future generations can draw meaning.

Susan Collett: Impluvium
Burlington Art Center
June to September 2006
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